Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CEO_JJ says:
::listened intently to CO's orders:: CO: yes sir ::picks up one of the Cardassian rifles and takes off comm badge:: CO: sir it would be easier to be convert if we use the replicators in Engineering ::checks rifle then puts in a ready fire position:: CO: and if we can find a way to transfer OPS control to Eng. we won't need to retake OPS for now

Host CO_Reed says:
::pacing back and forth in the observation lounge::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: If we could cut the primary and secondary EPS and ODN lines the computer would automatically transfer control to Engineering. And the best part is that we can cut the lines from inside the Jefferies Tube.

Ops_Craig says:
::Follows CEO::

CNS_Savar says:
::In Obs lounge, carefully watching the situation unfold::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Gul's communicator beeps.

Host CO_Reed says:
CEO:  You seem to be forgetting that we don't have control over Engineering right now.

CEO_JJ says:
::oh no::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: we can wait until we do have control to cut the lines

Host CO_Reed says:
CEO:  That is only if we regain control.  It's just us against a station full of Cardassians.  The odds aren't exactly in our favor.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Gul's communicator beeps again.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir what should we do with the Gul's comm

Host CO_Reed says:
::walks over and picks up the communicator::

Ops_Craig says:
CO: i suggest you get that sir

Host CO_Reed says:
::presses the button, but says nothing::

Host AGMDave says:
*Gul* Gul, this is Daner, are you there?

Ops_Craig says:
::groans::

Host AGMDave says:
<Daner>*Gul* Gul?  Are you there?

Ops_Craig says:
CO:sir?

Host CO_Reed says:
::changes the frequency on the communicator to a less clear band, then replies with a heavy static background::  *Gul*:  Yes.

CEO_JJ says:
Ops & COUN: ::whispers:: Act like we are being beaten

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION:  The comm line goes dead to be replaced with a high pitched whine.

Ops_Craig says:
::mumbles oh crap::

Host CO_Reed says:
::turns off the communicator::

Ops_Craig says:
CO: defense postions?

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: I do not believe that will be necessary anymore.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: close call or just the beginning

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The communicator explodes in Reed's hand.

Host CO_Reed says:
::drops the communicator debris::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir let me ::shoulders rifle::

CTO_Matt says:
::picks up a cardassian rifle and takes a defensive position along the wall, facing the doorway::

CEO_JJ says:
::wishes that Engineers didn't have to take med courses::

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: If you wish, I can attend to the captain.

Host CO_Reed says:
::tears off a strip of cloth from his sleeve and wraps his hand with it::

Ops_Craig says:
::opens weapons locker and chooses a Type II Heavy Phaser Rifle::

Host CO_Reed says:
CNS:  I'll be fine.  Just makes sure you're careful when using the Cardassian's equipment.

CNS_Savar says:
CO: Understood.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: seems you have it under control

Host CO_Reed says:
Crew:  They may now know that we are in control of the lounge.  CEO:  Make sure you have the sensors for this room disabled.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: We should start out, what are your orders?

CNS_Savar says:
::Begins mentally scanning for Cardassians::

CEO_JJ says:
::thinks about where the sensors are::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The lounge goes dark and the air begins to get stale.

Host CO_Reed says:
Crew:  Time to leave.

CEO_JJ says:
::remembers in the ceiling lights:: ::starts to disable them::

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: can we get enviormental control back online from here?

CEO_JJ says:
CO: the Jefferies Tubes would be best route

CTO_Matt says:
::nods to the CO::

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: no

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: oh..so we have to retake engineering for any of this to work, eh?

CEO_JJ says:
::readies to open the hatch:: CTO: you want to check when I open it

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A small streak of light can be seen thru the lounge windows.  It slows to reveal a Starfleet vessel.

Host CO_Reed says:
Crew:  Grab some weapons, and find an exit.  ::picks up the phaser rifle he had coming into the room::

T_CTO says:
@::puts ship on red alert, raises shields and brings weapons to full power::  CEO:  Arcadia coming into range, beginning scan...

T_OPS says:
@:: Begins to look for enemy ships::

CNS_Savar says:
::Fees for Cardassian rifle.

T_CEO says:
@::On the titan bridge::

T_CNS says:
@:: on the bridge,  his chair canceling most sessions::

Host CO_Reed says:
::walks to the air vent he entered the lounge through::

T_FCO says:
@::Gets ready for action::

Host T_CO says:
@CTO: Target the Cardassian vessel.

Ops_Craig says:
::follows the CO::

CTO_Matt says:
::looks at the CO and follows his lead::

T_SOLoren says:
@::on bridge, manning science station::

CEO_JJ says:
::follows his Captain out::

CNS_Savar says:
::Follows crew::

T_CTO says:
@CO:  Aye sir, targeting vessel ::locks on phasers::  Phasers locked sir.

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: I'll take rear

Host T_CO says:
ACTION: Titan is immediatekly hit by fire from a Galor class vessel in the system.  The CO and XO are both knocked to the floor.

Host CO_Reed says:
::using his excellent hearing to listen for movement ahead::

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: Good idea.

T_OPS says:
@CO: I have found that there alot of Cardy's on the station

T_FCO says:
@CTO:  Prepare for evasive manuvers on my mark.

T_SOLoren says:
@CMO: To the bridge.  CO and XO are hurt.

T_CTO says:
@::locks onto Galor, and returns fire::

Host CO_Reed says:
::hears the space battle outside::

T_CEO says:
@::runs over to the CO and Xo, they are out cold::

T_OPS says:
@::braces himself::

CNS_Savar says:
CO: Captain, I believe help has arrived.

CEO_JJ says:
::finds these vents are smaller than the last time he was in them::

T_CEO says:
@ T_OPS: get some medics on the bridge ASAP

T_CTO says:
@CEO:  How's the Captain and XO?

T_SOLoren says:
@CEO: I have already summoned them.

T_OPS says:
@T_CEO: Yes, sir

T_FCO says:
@::Begins to do his best at moving around the firing of the Galor ships::

T_OPS says:
@::calls for medics::

Host CO_Reed says:
::continues moving forward, listening::

T_CEO says:
@ CTO: Lock QTs on the carnies ships

Host T_CO says:
ACTION; Titan's weapons have minimal effect.  The alor returns fire.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir where are we heading?

T_CTO says:
@::cotinues to fire at enemy vessel::  CEO:  Aye, QTs locked...firing  ::fires two QTs at Galor::

T_CEO says:
@T_OPS: Take over the Engineering station

T_OPS says:
@T_CEO: Yes sir

T_CEO says:
@ T_CTO: Fire, again!

Host CO_Reed says:
::whispering::  CEO:  Away from here.  The infirmary is our best bet right now.

T_SOLoren says:
@CO: Do you want to try to use my beam to punch a hole in the Galor's shields?

T_OPS says:
@::gets up to take over engineering station::

Host T_CO says:
ACTION: The Galor's shields flare under the impact of the QT's and fall.

Ops_Craig says:
CO: i would recommend that we try and take Eng

T_FCO says:
@CEO:  There are too many of them, suggest we move back and attack again.

T_OPS says:
@::takes over EG station::

T_SOLoren says:
Sorry. @CTO: Do you want to try to use my beam?

T_CTO says:
@T_CEO:  Galor's shields are down, targeting weapons and propulsion.  ::fires to disable ship::

Host CO_Reed says:
::w:: OPS:  Engineering will be too heavily guarded.

CEO_JJ says:
::begins to think of the how many Cardassians might be on the station::

T_CEO says:
@ T_CTO: Fire..

T_CTO says:
@T_SO:  We don't have enough marines to board her...

T_CNS says:
@OPS: do we have site to site Tranporters online

Ops_Craig says:
::w:: CO: but if we are going to have any chance at retakeing the staion.

CNS_Savar says:
CO: Could we contact the ship out there?

Ops_Craig says:
::W::CO: i have a plan....

T_OPS says:
@T_CNS: I think so

T_FCO says:
@CEO:  Forget about that notion sir, my mistake.

T_CTO says:
@T_CEO:  Continuiing to fire...

T_SOLoren says:
::tries to contact the station::

CTO_Matt says:
::took up rear and turns around to cover their retreat through the air ducts::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan's weapons disable the Galor.

Host CO_Reed says:
::w::  We can access the commincations in the infirmary.  We can try to, anyway.

T_CTO says:
@T_CEO:  Galor disabled sir.

Host CO_Reed says:
::continues onward::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Arcadia Station opens fire on Titan.

T_FCO says:
@::Brings Titan back from evasive maneuvers and into 1/4 impulse.

T_OPS says:
@::braces for impact::

T_CNS says:
@T_OPS:trnasport the XO and CO to sickbay::

Ops_Craig says:
::w::CO: if we send 3 teams all with people who know how to re intializ the computer, all attacking at the same time, i would say we have a pretty good chance

T_OPS says:
@T_CNS: Aye, sir

T_CEO says:
@T_FCO: Pull back, from the station

T_CTO says:
@::thrown against cosole:: T_CEO:  We are being fired on by the station!

T_OPS says:
@::transportes CO, and XO to sickbay::

T_SOLoren says:
::monitors LRS/SRS to watch for any additional enemy ships::

T_FCO says:
@CEO:  Aye sir.  Pulling back.  ::Yanis puts in new coordinates and brings Titan away from Arcadia Station::

T_CTO says:
@T_CEO:  Should I target weapons systems on Arcadia?

T_CEO says:
@ T_FCO: Pull back from the station!

Host CO_Reed says:
::w:: Ops:  We don't have 3 teams readily available.  For all we know, we could be the only Federation survivors on the station.

T_CEO says:
@T_ CTO: negative!

T_CNS says:
@CEO: there a lot of cardies on that station

Host CO_Reed says:
::reaches the air vent to the infirmary, then looks inside::

T_CTO says:
::looks over damage, nothing major:: T_CEO:  No major damage, shields still holding at 82%.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Arcadia fires again, but misses Titan.

T_FCO says:
@CEO:  We are pulling away from the battle, sir.

CEO_JJ says:
::w:: CO: sir I suggest that we split at the next junction and he flank SB

T_CEO says:
@T_OpS: repair those sheilds

T_OPS says:
@T_CEO: Sir I have an Idea

Host CO_Reed says:
::hears no movement, then removes the vent::

CEO_JJ says:
he=then

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, we need to disable the station phasers.

Host CO_Reed says:
::w:: CEO:  No need.  There's nobody there.  Our Chief of Security made sure of that.

T_CTO says:
@::locks weapons on arcadia, just in case::

CEO_JJ says:
::looks around and nods::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Another vessel enters the system.  It is a Galor class.

Host CO_Reed says:
::climbs out of the vent, double-checking the perimeter with his rifle::

T_CNS says:
@T_OPS: say it::

T_SOLoren says:
@CEO: Another Galor veseel

CNS_Savar says:
::Steps out into Sickbay::

T_OPS says:
@T_CEO: I have an Idea, about how we can get inside

T_CEO says:
@T_FCO: move to intercept

T_FCO says:
@CEO:  Aye sir, intercept course plotted.

Host CO_Reed says:
::hands his rifle to the CNS, as he looks for something to mend his hand with::

CEO_JJ says:
Crew: any one know about the enough about the chemicals and Cardassians to mix up a bio toxin we can use against them

T_SOLoren says:
@CEO: Could this be our Galor?

T_OPS says:
@T_CEO: We go over inside of the Glaor vessel have have an be like a trojan horse

T_CTO says:
@::scans new Galor,::  T_CEO:  Its ours sir.

CNS_Savar says:
::Takes rifle::

T_FCO says:
@::Presses some buttons and is bringing  Titan closer to the Galor::

T_CEO says:
@T_CTO: Disengage

Host CO_Reed says:
::finds a dermal regenerator on the table, then hastily repairs his hand::

Host AGMDave says:
@<Falkenberg>COMM:Titan: We have scanned the area and we have a plan.  Please stand by.

T_CTO says:
@T_CEO:  Aye  ::goes back to monitoring station, and space around it::

T_FCO says:
@CEO:  Permission to beam over with some crew members onto the Galor to pilot.

CEO_JJ says:
::takes that as a no and looks for a PADD on the subject::

T_CEO says:
@OPS: send a reply

T_SOLoren says:
@T_FCO: suggest we listen to Col. F

T_OPS says:
@T_CEO Permission to go along, I have a nack for hacking into computers

T_SOLoren says:
@T_CEO: Many substations around Arcadia, more than should be.

CEO_JJ says:
::walks into the pharmacy and finds a list on side effects of the drugs there::

T_CEO says:
@T_OPS: Sure

Host CO_Reed says:
::sets the regenerator down, then takes back his rifle::  CEO:  See if that communications console works, and if it's being monitored by another part of the station.

T_CTO says:
@::scans substations to asertain what might be going on::

CNS_Savar says:
CO: Could we send a toxin through the air filtration system.  The toxin would be specific to Cardassian make-up.

T_CTO says:
T_SO:  Any ideas on what the Cardassians are doing Loren?

T_CEO says:
@T_SO: I want to know what those objects around the station are!

Host CO_Reed says:
CNS:  That's a good idea, but we would have to get to the life support systems on the station for it to work.

T_SOLoren says:
@T_CEO: Freighters and colony ships. About a dozen

CTO_Matt says:
::goes to the sickbay door, locks it and listens for any movement outside of the room::

CEO_JJ says:
::walks out of pharmacy and follows orders:: Coun: check the Pharamcy there is a list of drug side effects there

CNS_Savar says:
CO: We couldn't ask the computer to do it for us, sir?

T_CTO says:
@T_SO:  Any lifesigns?

T_FCO says:
@CEO:  It looks as if they are colony ships.  They may be bringing some of their people onto the station.

T_CEO says:
@T_OPS: is there any response from the Galor?

Host CO_Reed says:
CNS:  No, it doesn't work that way.

T_SOLoren says:
@T_CEO: Yes.  Humand and vulcan life signs. Readings similar to science stations.

T_OPS says:
@T_CEO: Not yet

T_CTO says:
@::wonders if the Cardassians have a sort of prison camp for scientist set up::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Falkenberg's Galor dives behind the disabled Galor and locks a tractor beam on it.

T_OPS says:
@T_CEO: I'm getting a message from Our Galor vessel

T_CTO says:
@::watches Falkenberg's manuever with intrest::

T_CEO says:
@T_SO: cross reference the station's personel and see if they match the ones on the ships

T_CEO says:
@T_OPS: put it though

T_SOLoren says:
@T_CEO: Shall I contact the freighters and colony ships?

T_OPS says:
@T_CEO: Aye, sir

CEO_JJ says:
::looks at the console and presses a few buttons::

Host CO_Reed says:
CTO:  Do you hear/see anything out there?

T_OPS says:
@::turns on the message

T_CEO says:
@T_SO: no..just scann them...for similarities

T_FCO says:
@::Is keeping Titan away from trouble.::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION; Falkenberg's vessel begins to push the wounded Galor towards the station.

T_SOLoren says:
@T_CEO: A 60% estimation would say Yes.

T_CTO says:
@T_SO:  Can you tell if they are active or in suspended animation or somthing similiar?

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  No Sir, I don't hear anything outside of here, for now.

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: did you find anything that will effect Cardassians only

T_SOLoren says:
@T_CEO: Active.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: the console doesn't work sir

Host CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Can you bring it back online?

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, would you like for me to scout out the area for any lifesigns?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Running footsteps can be heard approaching the infirmary.

CNS_Savar says:
::Looks up sharply, Vulcan hearing catching noise from hallway::

T_OPS says:
@T_CEO: He says that he's going to try and move slowly in

CEO_JJ says:
CO: it would be a problem of power and I don't know of any back up generators in here that I could rig

T_CNS says:
@T_SO:but some are wounded aren't  they

Host CO_Reed says:
CTO:  No.  We're safe for now... ::listens::  And it sounds like that's about to change.

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, nevermind, there are footsteps approaching.  ::backs away from the door and takes a defensive position::

CEO_JJ says:
::hears footsteps and readies rifle::

CNS_Savar says:
::Raises rifle and points it at the door::

T_CEO says:
@COMM: Falkenberg: we are open to suggestions

CEO_JJ says:
::silently knocks over a biobed and readies for a fight::

Host CO_Reed says:
::takes a hypo with a sleeping agent and stands by the door::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Falkenberg's vessel gathers speed towards the station.  Arcadia opens fire, hitting the already disabled Galor.

T_CTO says:
@T_CEO:  Looks like the Col. is using the Galors shadow to approach the station in...

T_OPS says:
@::oh no::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION; The running footsteps pass the infirmary and head down the corridor.

T_FCO says:
@::Is monitoring the navigational controls to make sure everything is still functioning::

CEO_JJ says:
::relaxes a bit::

T_SOLoren says:
@<Ens. Daneman>: Please monitor LRS/SRS and continue monitoring until further notice.

T_OPS says:
@T_CEO: Looks like the station doesn't want anybosdy around

CTO_Matt says:
::hears the footsteps pass by and head down the corridor::  CO:  Sir, sound like they were in a hurry to get somewhere.

CEO_JJ says:
::heads for the pharmacy:: ::looks for something on the list that is speciic to cardassains only:: myself: Come on rex you have to have something

Host CO_Reed says:
CTO:  I'm just glad it wasn't here.

Host CO_Reed says:
::wonders where the CSec is::

T_SOLoren says:
@<Ens. Daneman> T_SO:I'll let you know if I see anything.

T_CNS says:
@T_CTO:is the stations shields up

T_CTO says:
@T_CNS:  Yes they are...

Host CO_Reed says:
::paces::

T_SOLoren says:
@T_CEO: Would it be possible to flood the station with a gas affecting only Cardassians?

T_CEO says:
@ CTO; Do you have any suggestions on hoe to get closer to the station?

T_OPS says:
@T_SO: We are to far away

T_CEO says:
@T_SO: are proximaty is to far

T_FCO says:
@SO:  Remember when we went to that sneezing planet and everyone was affected but me and I had a burning throat.

T_OPS says:
@T_CEO: I now how we can alot closer

T_CEO says:
@T_OPS: explain!

CEO_JJ says:
::finds some kind of drug he can't pronouce:: CO: I found something sir

T_SOLoren says:
@T_FCO: Yes, I will replicate that element.

Host CO_Reed says:
CEO:  What is it?

T_CTO says:
@T_CEO:  We can come in along the same vector as the marines, we'll get some protection from the two Galors.

T_OPS says:
@T_CEO: We sned some shuttles out with it powered down, and we should just drift in

T_FCO says:
@SO:  That stuff was painfull, even the toughest Cardassian couldn't withstand it.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Disabled Galor explodes and leaves Falkenberg's vessel streaking towards the station, firing as it goes.

CEO_JJ says:
::rolls a big conister out into SB:: CO: this drug affects Cardassians only this says it causes seaver and almost immeadiate convulsions

T_CTO says:
T_CEO:  I'd say we'd best help out the col, and take down the stations shields

T_CNS says:
@T_CEO: use the OPS and CTO's idea

T_CEO says:
@T_FCO: negative, we will follow the CTO's idea and use the galor's as a shadow

Host CO_Reed says:
CEO:  That would be good, but we have no way of using it.

T_SOLoren says:
@T_FCO:  We should replicate enough to retake the station.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: we can use those flaskes to bottle it and make grenades

T_OPS says:
@T_CEO: Messgae from the COL. It says to folow him

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION; Arcadia rocks with the impact of weapons fire.

T_CTO says:
@::locks weapons on shield generators and fires to knock them down::

CEO_JJ says:
::almost falls down::

T_CEO says:
@T_ops: follow the col

CTO_Matt says:
::stumbles around from the phaser hits from outside::

CNS_Savar says:
::Grabs closest biobed in effort to stay standing::

T_OPS says:
@T_CEO Permission to form a boarding party

Ops_Craig says:
:;stumbles::

T_CEO says:
@CTO: all weapons ready

Host CO_Reed says:
::steadies himself::  I still think it's a bad idea.  We couldn't possibly take out all the Cardassians on the station, and by using it on a few, we would attract the attention of the rest.

T_CTO says:
@T_CEO:  If we can knock down the station's sheilds, we can let the marines retake the station.

T_FCO says:
@::Brings Titan slowly behind the Galor and is following it slowly::

T_CEO says:
@T_CTO: make it so

CEO_JJ says:
CO: we have to find some way of regaining control of Engineering and OPS and if we can knock out the guards inside it would be much easier to keep others out

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, it appears that we have some support from Fed vessels.  We should try to take over a vital area to help the Fed vessels.

T_SOLoren says:
@T_OPS: You weren't on the Titan when we discovered an element which severely disables Cardassians, but no one else.  ::hands cannister of element to OPS::

T_CTO says:
@::continues to fire to knock out shields on station, but minimize damage::

T_CEO says:
@T_OPS: orginize and lead the boarding party!

T_FCO says:
@OPS:  My throat was badly damaged due to the incident.

T_SOLoren says:
@T_CTO: Shields at station down to 10%

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Arcadis'a shileds fall under the weapons fire.  People on Arcadia can hear transporter effects and small arms fire.

T_CTO says:
@T_SO:  Acknowledged...

Host CO_Reed says:
::listens::

T_OPS says:
@T_SO & T_CTO: Maybe I can hackinto the Arc's systems and put this into use

CEO_JJ says:
CO: Captain do you think that could be the calvery?

T_SOLoren says:
@::hands more cannisters to T_OPS to pass out to boarding party.::

T_OPS says:
@T_CEO: Aye Sie

Host CO_Reed says:
Crew:  The Federation has arrived.  I can hear their weapons fire.

T_CTO says:
@T_CEO:  Arcadias shields are down, the marines have started their boarding action.

T_FCO says:
@::Keeps Titan within a safe distance of the Galor ship::

T_CEO says:
@CTO: good!

T_OPS says:
@Heads towards TP2 with team::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Two Starfleet Marines beam into the infirmary.

Host CO_Reed says:
::turns to the marines::  It's about time.

T_CTO says:
@T_CEO:  Request permission to lead my own teams.

T_SOLoren says:
@<Ens. Covstow>: Please try to raise the Federation forces on the station.  Inform me when you have done so.

T_OPS says:
@*T_CEO* Sir, we are ready.

CTO_Matt says:
::turns to face the teleport, weapon ready, then lowered when he sees it is the marines::

CNS_Savar says:
::Immediately recognizes marines::

T_CEO says:
@T_CTO: negative; I want you on the bridge

CEO_JJ says:
Marines: agreed

Host AGMDave says:
<Marines>CO: I see you were doing this all yourself, Captain.  Let's go.

T_CEO says:
@*T_OPS* Transport

T_CTO says:
@T_CEO:  Aye sir...::doesn't like sending in his men without him::

Host CO_Reed says:
Marine:  Go where?

T_OPS says:
@::Bemas over to Arcada::

CEO_JJ says:
::takes a flask full of the neuro toxin and moves out with the CO and Marines::

Host AGMDave says:
<Marine>CO: Do you want your station back?

T_CTO says:
@::monitors fighting on station::

T_OPS says:
::tranports to the bridge::

T_OPS says:
::draws typoe 3 phasers::

Host CO_Reed says:
Marine:  Of course I do.  Now give my crew some weapons, and lets get this station back.

T_CEO says:
@::listening to the communications over subspace of the battle on the station::

CTO_Matt says:
::readies his cardy weapon, putting it on to kill setting::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Heavy fighting can be heard all over the station.

T_CEO says:
@*T_OPS* Report!

T_OPS says:
::team begin to engae Cardy's in the bridge

CNS_Savar says:
::Raises eyebrow at the marine's disrespect towards the captain::

T_OPS says:
*T_CEO* We are enaged in heavy fighting

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir may I go ahead towards Engineering

Host CO_Reed says:
CEO:  I'm coming with you.

CTO_Matt says:
::unlocks the doors to sickbay, getting ready to exit::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION:  The 10 Cardassians in OPS return fire.  Titan's OPS officer goes down, bleeding.

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: me too

T_OPS says:
::Sees himself bleeding::

Host CO_Reed says:
::powers up the rifle::

CNS_Savar says:
CO: Would you like me to help retake OPS?

T_SOLoren says:
@T_FCO: Wonder why OPS isn't using the cannisters we've given him to disable the Cardassians.

Host CO_Reed says:
CNS:  If you can handle it.  ::smiles::

T_CEO says:
@ T_CTO: lock on to the OPs and beam his to SickBay

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The infirmaries doors refuse to open, so the marine blasts it open.

CNS_Savar says:
::Follows marine towards OPS::

T_OPS says:
::drags himself on a chair bottow::

Host CO_Reed says:
::shakes his head at the marine::  I could have opened it without causing as much damaeg.

CTO_Matt says:
::follows the lead of the marines, firing at any cardy body still standing::

T_CTO says:
@T_CEO;  Aye sir...I can't get a lock sir...his combadge may have been damaged.

CEO_JJ says:
OPS & CO: Glad to here it ::moves out of the SB and heads down hallway with rifle::

T_FCO says:
@T_SO:  Well, maybe he thought of another idea.  Self:  Like ours isn't better.

T_OPS says:
::grabs can thing with stuff and thorw's in arcross the floor::

T_CNS says:
@SIckbay prepare for E2 transport

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The two marines lead the way to a lift blasting away three Cardassians along the way.

Ops_Craig says:
::follows the CEO::

T_CEO says:
@T_CTO: beam to his location and assist!

CEO_JJ says:
group: the Jefferies access is just down the hall take the next right

T_OPS says:
::grabs phaser, shoot a cardy in the back::

T_OPS says:
::begin to see spots::

Host CO_Reed says:
::follows, blasting any Cardassian within range::

T_SOLoren says:
::Cardassians are disabled by cannister OPS threw::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The can rolls under a console and out of sight.

Ops_Craig says:
::opens jefferies tube::

T_CTO says:
@::looks at the CEO, with a 'you should have let me beam over in the first place look::  T_CEO:  Aye sir.

CEO_JJ says:
group: let me go first

Ops_Craig says:
::crawls behind the CEO::

T_CTO says:
@T_SO:  Do you have anymore wonder canisters?

CEO_JJ says:
::gets on ladder and begins to slide down::

T_OPS says:
::chucks another canister::

T_SOLoren says:
@T_CTO: Yes.  We have replicated about 50 so far.

Ops_Craig says:
::slides on the funky ladder::

T_CTO says:
@T_SO:  Then grab some and follow me...

T_CEO says:
@T_SO: scan the station for the location of the carnies

T_FCO says:
@CEO:  Allow me to go down to the station to set down the cannisters, the Cardassians will think i'm on their side and they won't fire upon me.

T_CNS says:
@:: takes tac after CTOheads for TL::

CEO_JJ says:
group: this tube will go straight down to deck 20 we'll end up near upper engineering

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The marines burst into OPS from the lift to see the Cardassians on the floor clutching their throats.

T_OPS says:
::shoots at another cardy::

Ops_Craig says:
::nods;:

T_SOLoren says:
@T_CEO:  Aye, sir.  ::scans station::

CNS_Savar says:
CTO: Interesting.

T_CTO says:
@T_CEO:  I want to take Loren with me to release more of his wonder drug...

T_CEO says:
@T_FCO: negative, I will no have all my bridge crew over engaged on battle

T_CEO says:
@T_CTO: negative!

CEO_JJ says:
::decks past by fast and deck 20 comes quickly:: ::I move out of the way quickly so no one lands on me::

T_OPS says:
::sees more spots::

CTO_Matt says:
::scans the area for any human signs, seeing Starfleet officers on the ground, one bleeding and rushes over to the bleeding officer::

T_CTO says:
@*T_CEO*:  Aye sir, beaming over to station now.

T_CTO says:
::materializes outsides ops::

Ops_Craig says:
::lands on his feet next to the CEO::

T_SOLoren says:
@C_CEO: scans indicate Cardassians are losing.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION; The weapons fire on the station begins to reduce in frequency.  The battle is almost over.

CNS_Savar says:
::Grabs emergency med kit (don't ask from where) and heads to injured officer::

CEO_JJ says:
::points to OPS and has him go to the other side of Engineering::

T_CTO says:
::looks around and thinks, darn I missed it::

Ops_Craig says:
::nods::

T_CEO says:
@T_SO: what is the carnie count on the station?

T_CTO says:
::motions to security team to flank out and mop up area, enters OPS::

CNS_Savar says:
T_OPS: It will be alright.  Lie still, please.

CEO_JJ says:
::when OPS is on the other side I throw the flask I put together in the middle the room below::

CTO_Matt says:
::pulls a tricorder out from under the TAC console and scans the downed officer::

T_SOLoren says:
@T_CEO: About 12 still walking.

T_FCO says:
@::Is keeping Titan withing transporter range::

Host CO_Reed says:
::notices the fowl stench of decaying Cardassians::

Ops_Craig says:
::grins::

T_CEO says:
@T_SO: relay those coordinates to the T_CTO

CEO_JJ says:
::starts to shoot at cardassians below::

CNS_Savar says:
CTO: Take care of him.  I will try to get at OPS control.

T_OPS says:
::moans loudly::

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: lets get to it

T_CTO says:
::looks around Ops, notices T_Ops, bleeding::

T_SOLoren says:
@T_CEO: Aye.  ::relays coordinates::

CEO_JJ says:
::starts shoot up the Cardassians and remembers the saying turkey shoot, why did his dad like to hunt::

Host CO_Reed says:
::checks the status of the core::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Col. Falkenberg receives a comm that the station is secure.

Ops_Craig says:
::swings down to a console and begins working on reinitializin the warp cor::

CTO_Matt says:
CNS:  Can you throw me a med kit over by OPS console?

T_CTO says:
*T_SO*:  Lock on to Teasly and beam him to sick bay ::puts combadge on T_Ops

T_OPS says:
T_CTO: Hey Jeff

CNS_Savar says:
::Moves to command console:: Computer, respond.

T_SOLoren says:
@::beams Teasley to sick bay::

T_CNS says:
@CEO:may I report to sickbay

CEO_JJ says:
::stuns two of the remaining cardassians:: myself: I want to know why you are here pests

T_CTO says:
T_OPS:  How'd you manage to get to shot up?  ::sees him beam to SB::

T_OPS says:
@::materialize in sickbay::

T_SOLoren says:
@CMO: Ens. Teasley is being transported to sick bay.

T_CEO says:
@T_CNS: you are excused

CTO_Matt says:
::pulls out a hypo and puts in a pain killer and gives a shot to the T_OPS::

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: ::signals:: I am going below cover me

Host CO_Reed says:
::shakes his head at the CEO, then tries to bring the core back online::  I could use your help over here..

T_CEO says:
@T_CNS: repor the CO and XO's conditions to me, later

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: we ready to cut power to the EPS and ODN conduits ?

CNS_Savar says:
Computer, identify me.

T_CNS says:
@:: nods to CEOand heads for TL::

T_CTO says:
CTO:  Commander, looks like things are under control around here, need a hand getting control back?

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: you work on that

T_OPS says:
::groans some more::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: is the mix still three parts matter one part antimatter

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: i got it ready. all i have to do is push the button

Host CO_Reed says:
CEO:  I hope that's a joke.

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: wait for a momet

CNS_Savar says:
<Computer>: Ensign Savar Dickinson, Counselor.

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: k

T_CEO says:
@T_FCO: are the warp systems working at peak?

T_FCO says:
@T_CEO:  Yes they are sir.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: what do you mean it is supposed to be 3 grams to 1 gram

T_CNS says:
@:: exits TL and heads for sickbay::

T_CEO says:
@T_FCO: Good.

Ops_Craig says:
*Engineering to OPS*Whos up there?

CNS_Savar says:
Self: Good.  Computer, can you transport all of the Cardassians on this station into the brig?

Host CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Did they teach you anything in Engineering class!?  ::madly rerouting power::

T_CTO says:
::moves over to console::  CNS: how is the computer system?

CNS_Savar says:
*OPS*: I and the CTO have retaken OPS.

T_CNS says:
@:: enters sickbay and notice no one on duty::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Main power comes online.

CTO_Matt says:
T_CTO:  Sir, we could use all the help we can get putting this station back in order.  But, if you can beam this officer back to your ship, he needs a doctor right away.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir are you feeling alright, that is the proper mix for a core that is recovering from a massive shut down

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: i guess we dont need to cut the power to the ODN and EPS

Host CO_Reed says:
::breathes a sigh of relief::

CNS_Savar says:
T_CTO: I am attempting to acertain that.

T_CTO says:
CTO:  Already taken care of...

CTO_Matt says:
::places a dressing upon the wound and holds it in place::

T_CTO says:
CNS:  Can we get the internal sensor and secuirty force fields back on line?

CNS_Savar says:
Computer, can you transport all of the Cardassians on this station to the brig?

T_SOLoren says:
@T_CEO: Shall I send a science team to repair science on the station?

T_CTO says:
CNS:  Easier to lock them down where they are.

Host CO_Reed says:
::begins bringing things back online::

CEO_JJ says:
::looks at the power allocation controls and cuts all power except for life support and enviro to the Lab areas::

CTO_Matt says:
::stands and goes to TAC and tries to get control of his systems::

T_CEO says:
@T_SO; yes...and send an engineering team to assist

T_CNS says:
@:: heads over to T_OPS with med kit::

CEO_JJ says:
::locks out controls to make sure power isn't restored::

T_SOLoren says:
@::organizes science and engineering teams to transport to station::

CNS_Savar says:
Computer, cancel that last order.  Establish force fields around any area of the station with more that zero Cardassians in the room.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Arcadia's core is low on power, but stable.

T_OPS says:
@::feels a little better

CNS_Savar says:
CTO: Will that be better?

Ops_Craig says:
CEO:<G> we did it!

T_CNS says:
@T_OPS:now what did you do to yourself::

T_CTO says:
CNS:  That should do the trick.  ::grins at CNS::

T_SOLoren says:
@T_FCO: Would you like to transport over to the station?

CTO_Matt says:
CNS:  the computer might take it as dead cardassians and put one up around them.

T_OPS says:
@T_CNS, It's called getting shoot

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: yes we did, go over to that panel and check that the cochrane measure of the core

T_FCO says:
@T_SO:  Sure, they may need my help.

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: <G> okie doki

T_CNS says:
@:: takes out hypo spray to lessn the pain::

T_SOLoren says:
@T_FCO: Please join the repair teams.

T_CTO says:
CTO:  The computer should ignore the dead.. and only erect fields in areas with living cardassians.

T_CEO says:
@T_SO & T_FCO: Leaving the ship at this point is not permitted

T_FCO says:
@T_SO:  Yes sir.

T_OPS says:
@T_CNS: I kew it was a gutsy move

CNS_Savar says:
Computer, remove forcefields around areas where there are only dead Cardassians.  Also, deactivate any force fields around Engineering.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The marines, Titan's crew, and Arcadia's crew all pitch in to help get the station back in order.  All Cardassians are dead or in the brig.

CTO_Matt says:
T_CTO/CNS:  We still have the marines running around here taking care of the cardies.  A forcefield might hinder them from doing their job.

T_CNS says:
@:: then does a old fashion way to stop the bleeding::

T_CNS says:
@T_Ops:: you think

CNS_Savar says:
Computer, cancel all orders given in the last five minutes.

CNS_Savar says:
::Hears computer getting a headache::

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

